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Border specialists say it has resulted in a colossal windfall for the cartels. 

The Washington Times has estimated the migrant smuggling economy 

across the southern border to be worth more than $20 billion. 

Mr. Graham said he doesn't see the U.S. military invading Mexico but does 

want troops to be able to play an active role in battling the firepower that the 

cartels have amassed. 

Legal experts say that designating the cartels as foreign terrorist 

organizations could give prosecutors more tools to pursue gang leaders. 

White House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre pushed back on that idea 

Wednesday. 

"Designating these cartels as FTOs would not grant us any additional 

authorities that we don't really have at this time," she said. 

She said the Treasury Department has imposed designations that allow 

cartel funds to be blocked -when they can be detected. 

"The United States has powerful sanctions authorities specifically designated 

to combat narcotics trafficking organizations and the individuals and entities 

that enable them, so we have not been afraid to use them," she said. 

The Pentagon has raised concerns that any proposal to deploy the military 

south of the border would threaten Mexico's cooperation in efforts to hold 

the cartels at bay. 

"I do worry, based on signals, very strong signals we've gotten from the 

Mexicans in the past -concerns about their sovereignty, concerns about 

potential reciprocal steps-that they might take to cut off our access if we 

were to take some of the steps that are in consideration," Melissa G. Dalton, 

assistant secretary of defense for homeland defense and hemispheric affairs, 

told the House Armed Services Committee on Wednesday. 

President Trump vowed to issue the terrorist designation after gunmen 







with no other choices." 

Correction: An earlier version of this story mischaracterized Sen. John N. 

Kennedy's position on a proposal to authorize military force against the 

Mexican cartels. Mr. Kennedy has not signed onto the proposal to use 

military force but supported designating the cartels as terror groups. 

• Joseph Clark can be reached at jclark@washingtontimes.com.

• Stephen Dinan can be reached at sdinan@washingtontimes.com.
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They also see a breakdown of barriers for immigrants, particularly those 

under DACA, or Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, which extends a 

temporary deportation amnesty to illegal immigrants who came to the U.S. 

as children. 

Supporters say the immigrants must meet all the regular qualifications and 

complete training before patrolling the streets. 

Still, the thought of someone in the country illegally, even with tentative 

protections, having the power to enforce laws on others rubs many people 

the wrong way. 

"It raises questions of fairness, of conflicts of interest and security," said 

Elizabeth Jacobs, director of regulatory affairs at the Center for Immigration 

Studies. "If we are having folks that our government knows are in violation 

of the law or have broken the law and we are deputizing them to enforce 

other laws, that doesn't bring confidence to our legal system." 

Less controversy has been raised over allowing noncitizens who hold green 

cards, signifying legal permanent residency, to join the police force. That has 

been allowed in some states for a while.

States also deem those with asylum or refugee status less problematic. 

Beyond that, things become complicated. 









Among those Republican supporters was state Rep. Chris Miller, who backed 

the bill. His wife, U.S. Rep. Mary Miller, took to Twitter to call the bill 

"madness." 

Lawmakers in Nevada and Wisconsin have also debated bills to expand their 

police forces to include DACA recipients. 

A backlash is developing in Georgia, where a lawmaker has vowed to propose 

an amendment to the state's constitution to require that cops be citizens, 

which would elevate a law already on the books. 

D.A. King, founder of the Dustin Inman Society, a Georgia group that backs

stricter immigration controls, said the amendment has a chance of being put

to voters next year.

"When this idea becomes widely known by voters of both parties, legislators 

are going to have to publicly pick a side on the possibility of foreign cops -

perhaps even illegal aliens with DACA status - someday arresting Americans 

in Georgia," he told The Washington Times. 

"It will be difficult for Republican legislators who all ran as 'conservatives' to 

vote against this one if the opportunity arises. Ditto for many rural 

Democrats - enough, I judge, for passage," he said. 

• Stephen Dinan can be reached at sdinan@washingtontimes.com.
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